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Mike Conley —
More Than Meets The Eye

T

ake a diehard W.S.U. Cougar football fan, mix in
some strong Washington family ties, add in a couple
of daughters named Ashlie and Fara to adore, top

You have been able find Mike and his mom
(Dona Silvey) at virtually every Cougar
home football game in Pullman since 1958.

it off with a golden retriever named “Cassidy” – and

don’t forget a pretty heavy dose of work ethic, intensity,
industry knowledge, and motivation, and it somehow
all comes together to make-up Mike Conley, the driving
force behind Conley & Associates, Inc. and their hugely
successful automotive tent sales in the Northwest and across
the United States.
And now that energy and marketing savvy is taking Conley
and his company in a new direction with Conley Auto
Events Inc., a way to generate the increased sales of an offsite event to the dealer’s own backyard…their dealership!
“We’re celebrating 25 years of Conley & Associates Inc. with
a brand new venture,” Conley explains. The concept is to
take the expertise Conley built organizing and managing

events in the country. His dog, Cassidy, at his feet, rousing

huge tent sales in malls and stadium parking lots, and

herself for the occasional rub behind the ears. The office is

bringing that energy and increased sales right to their own

covered in sports trophies and memorabilia; motivational

dealerships.

quotes, dozens of family pictures cover every surface. He is
proud to talk about the Washington roots that helped form

“We’re working directly with Dealer Principals and

the guy who came up with the “Big Ol’ Used Car Sale” and

Managers to produce big in-dealership, on-site sales events,

has changed the way used vehicles are marketed nationally.

that are designed to create the same kind of weekend sales
spike our tent sales generate,” explained Conley.

Conley was born in Pullman… (so he comes by his Cougar
passion honestly), grew up in Everett (heavily infested with

The new program is designed to supplement…not replace…

Huskies), and boasts that he attended his first Cougars

the off-site events and bring a whole new customer base to

football game in Martin Stadium when he was just eight

the dealership.

weeks old. “This is my 49th season of Cougar football…not
bad for a 48 year old guy!!! I still bring my mom to the

It’s hard to believe the laid-back Conley, relaxed in his desk

games. She is a bigger fan than I am…louder too!!! You

chair in his humble rural Snohomish office is the man

ought to hear her at The Apple Cup. This 73 year old woman

responsible for the oldest and most successful used car sales

can trash-talk with the best of them!” laughed Conley.
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”I root for just two teams – “The Cougs” and any team
playing the Huskies,” he explains with a grin. His father
probably gets a lot of the credit for his love of sports.
Everett (“Ev”) Conley was a two time Washington State
Golden Gloves and NCAA National Boxing champion.
In addition, Ev was inducted into the Washington State
University Athletic Hall of Fame in 1984. He worked as
the Physical Director and then as the Executive Director
of all the Snohomish County YMCAs from 1956 until his
death in 1985. Dad’s “John S. LaRowe Memorial Trophy”
(the boxing equivalent of football’s Heisman trophy) sits
next to his son’s desk as a fond reminder of the man and
his values. “My dad instilled in me the importance of fair
play, good sportsmanship, and superior preparation …
something I have carried over into my business career,”
continued Conley.
Conley’s mother gave her son the experience in the
car business. “My mom (Dona Silvey) was selling cars
before women working in the car biz was common.
In fact, she was the General Manager of a Subaru
dealership clear back in the 1970’s,” stated Conley.
“I still work with people who have worked with my
mom over the years.”
The auto sales entrepreneur took that homegrown
background and combined it with a go-getter attitude.
As a kid, Conley sold Kool-Aid, charming dollar bills
from his customers with his quick wit. “I was trying to
be unique. I had a sign that read “All you can drink for a
nickel”. When buyers asked for a second cup based upon
his sign, the boy Conley smiled and said: “That IS all you
can drink for a nickel. What are you trying to do – put a
kid out of business?” Conley continued by saying, “Most
of my customers thought the line was so funny they let me
keep the change. I made lots more money with these tips
than actually selling Kool-aid. It was really fun to see their
expressions.”
When he outgrew the Kool Aid stand, he took his chutzpah
to a South Everett golf course where, as a 14-year old, he was
hired by the head golf pro to gather half-dollars from people
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“My mom ( Dona Silvey) was
selling cars before women working
in the car biz was common. In fact,
she was the General Manager of
a Subaru dealership clear back in
the 1970’s. I still work with people
who have worked with my mom
over the years.”
—Mike Conley
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Conley, Nealy & Associates, Inc (1985)

“We launched that program back in 1979 (I
think),” he says. “We started the deal with just
one table and a handful of items. Now it’s a multimillion dollar business for the WSU Athletic
Department. I take some pride in knowing that I
had something to do with starting that on-going
revenue source for the Athletic Department at
W.S.U.”
In 1976, Conley went to WSU on a combined
Academic/Athletic scholarship and was later a
candidate for the United States Olympic Boxing
Team until sidelined with an injury just prior to
“The Trials” (now called “The Box-Offs”) in late
1979. As it turned out, President Jimmy Carter
leaving the seventh green. If their tee-shots on the 163 yard

announced the country’s boycott in the 1980 Moscow

8 hole remained on a putting surface, they’d get a coupon

Olympics during his injury re-hab ending his dream of

redeemable for the golf ball of their choice in the pro shop.

“Olympic Gold.” Ironically, the only boxing honor Ev

“This was designed to add a little fun to everyone’s round

Conley did not achieve was an Olympic Gold Medal. His bid

and to get the golfers more acquainted with shopping for

also ended outside of the ring when his appendix ruptured

golf accessories in the pro shop. Eventually he was asked

on an airplane on the way to the Olympic Trials just prior

to manage a city-owned driving range. “I could hit all the

to the 1952 Games. The injury and the boycott put an end

golf balls I wanted when it was slow. Hell, I was the one

to Mike’s boxing career, and as he says, “It was time to get

who had to pick em all up at the end of the night!!! I used

out of the gym and get to work. I was never good enough to

to hit hundreds and hundreds of range balls every day.”,

make a living in the ring…not even close.”

th

reminisced Conley.
In 1980, Conley actually snagged a job as an Account
His athletic prowess saw him “Letter” as a member of the

Executive for KNDU-TV before he even graduated from

Varsity Golf team at both Mariner High School and WSU

WSU. Conley was hired by the NBC affiliate the day

where he majored in Communication with an Advertising

before Mt. Saint Helens blew. “How’s that for starting

specialty and minored in Psychology and Physical

your career with a bang!!!” chuckled Conley.

Education. While still a college student he taught virtually
every boxing class for the P.E. Department. However, the

“Some days started at 5 a.m. and ended after midnight,”

budding businessman in Conley came out when he was

says Conley. He called on accounts selling commercial

hired by W.S.U. Athletic Director (Sam Jankovich) to

time (spots) during the day, wrote ads in the evening and

start selling Cougar merchandise at sporting events. The

sometimes, even ended up on the air doing the sports on

novelty items he brought to the stadium from “The Bookie”

the 11 p.m. news. “Small market television was a blast. We

grew into multiple sales displays and even a sales crew

all had to wear many hats. I might have been the worst

with walkers who wandered through the crowd in Martin

sports anchor in history. It’s a good thing I was only the “fill

Stadium selling the T-shirts, sweat shirts, seat cushions,

in” guy. Our ratings would have dropped if I would have

hats, and logo merchandise.

been on more, making it harder for me to sell the time!”
laughed Conley.
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A couple of years later a client asked Conley to come work

Thanks to his mom’s background and his experience with

for him in a small ad agency run out of the owner’s home.

previous automobile clients, Conley was exposed to virtually

Not surprisingly, a lot of clients followed the up and coming

every facet of the car business. That experience gave him a

Conley to his new venture.

lot of insight into the industry and how he might be able
to revolutionize automobile marketing and advertising.

“I learned a lot about what to do and what not to do,” he

Combine that interest and expertise with the fact that there

says. But he soon outgrew the mom and pop operation. “I

were not all that many ad agencies specializing in auto

wanted to grow and be a real business…in a real office but

marketing back then, and Conley, Nealy & Associates, Inc.

he [the owner of the firm] wanted to work less. “I think he

had found their niche.

might have been looking at me as his ‘early retirement,’”
smiled Conley.

“We grew really fast,” Conley says. “Some dealerships that
were industry icons went our way for our unique media

They parted amicably in 1982 as Conley decided it was

buying strategy and break-through creative,” Conley says

time to hang out his own shingle. He gathered a couple of

his job was easy in those early days – he went out and sold.

associates who remain his friends to this day, and started

That left his partner (Mike Nealy) back at the office and

his own advertising agency with $500 in the bank and a

production studio trying to keep up with the creative. As

home office in a spare bedroom of his small Tri-Cities

it turned out, selling the firm’s services didn’t take nearly

condo. “Most of the local experts did not think the business

as long as producing the creative for several clients. “I just

would last 25 days…and that was almost 25 years ago.” said

burned out poor Nealy. We just kept picking up new clients

Conley.

and I expected him to just keep producing new award
winning creative on short deadlines with limited budgets…

With the addition of Mike Nealy (of “Nealy Direct”…now

for every client. I was not very realistic. I still regret this

one of the nation’s most respected Automotive Direct Mail

today,” explained Conley. In 1988, the partners split as

firms) the firm (then called “Conley, Nealy & Associates,

friends and still work together on many projects today.

Inc.) quickly became the largest ad agency in Southeastern
Washington. A Yakima satellite office soon followed.

With each new business venture Conley tried since the

Things were going so well the partners decided to open “a

Kool Aid stand, he learned a little bit more about how he

little extension office in Seattle.” Conley calls the move a

could channel his enthusiasm, marketing skill, creativity,

paradigm shift and culture shock.

and business acumen into more and more success. Now he
had to take another look at how he could build upon that

Seattle was a top 20 market and the agency was handling

background.

everything from men’s clothing and tourism accounts to
baby furniture, entertainment, sports marketing…and of

“One of our early clients produced trade shows so I had

course Automotive accounts. “In the Tri Cities, we were

some experience with modular marketing.” It was at a lunch

big fish in a small pond. In Seattle, we were plankton in

with a Seattle area auto dealer when the new twist on an old

the ocean… in way over our heads. We really had no idea

idea came up. Conley was making conversation about how

what we were getting ourselves into. We just worked hard

selling new cars at tent sales was cumbersome and a little

and kept trying. We learned very quickly we were going to

ridiculous. “If a person was looking for a car, do they really

have to specialize to make it,” reflected Conley. The area

need to see four hundred Escorts to know if they want one?

of specialization was a “no-brainer”…We were going to

After all, they are all about the same…right?” explained

dominate Automotive Advertising or die trying!” reflected

Conley. Maybe there was a better way for consumers to shop

Conley.

and compare. Clearly consumers were looking for a different
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way to shop for automobiles…Conley had that vision. If he

to this same dealer he had lunch with the week before,

were to do it, Conley said, he’d do it differently….much

explaining that if there were 15 dealers, each displaying up

differently!

to a hundred used vehicles, that would put 1500 used cars,
trucks, vans and SUVs all in one place, at one time. If a third

“I’d do it with used vehicles (not new). With two-thirds of

of the inventory sells, with an average profit of $2000 each,

the vehicles sold being used vehicles (between dealerships,

that added up to a million dollars in gross profit for the

independents and “curb-siders”), and recognizing that

dealerships in just 72 hours. If we could maintain a $2500/

no two used vehicles are the same, that’s a huge potential

unit gross profit average (front and back), the total profit

client base. If we could get a huge selection of vehicles all

could swell to $1,250,000 for his clients!!! Conley’s projected

in one place at one time, with several different dealers

cost to produce the event was $300-$350/ unit delivered.

participating, this concept had to be good for the consumer

Obviously the dealer liked the idea and the numbers were

and dealers alike. Not to mention that the gross profit

all in line, so he started calling other dealers urging them to

potential for the dealers would be several times greater

give Conley an opportunity to explain this concept and the

than any new vehicle event.” explained Conley. The lunch

sales projections.

companion was intrigued.
“When dealers call dealers, things happen pretty fast. It
After much more conversation and “What if” discussion,

seemed like just a few days between that lunch meeting and

the client asked, “What would you call it?”

setting up that first tent at Northgate.” says Conley.

Conley quickly responded, “Hell, I don’t know. Maybe ‘The

Those connections led to the first Big Ol’ Used Car Sale at

Big Ol’ Used Car Sale’ or something. What would you call

Northgate. It was such a success that it created huge traffic

it?’” With the support and backing of this client, he was off

backups around the mall, resulting in a small crisis for

and running.

customer parking and led to complaints from the DOT. But
again, Conley learned, and the events grew bigger and more

After only a week of research checking costs and venues,

efficient. With over 400 vehicles sold, that very first event

Conley had his primitive plan. He made his first pitch

was good for the dealers and customers alike. Everybody
won…just like Conley had predicted.
For the last 25 years, those events have
expanded all over the western United
States – “The Garage Sale,” “The
Main Event,” “The “Biggest Doggone
Car Sale Ever,” “Markdown Mania,”
“Battle of the Bumpers”…and of
course ‘The Big Ol Used car Sale”
– are all Conley event themes. These
have become recognizable throughout
the United States on the strength of
consistent voice talent (Jock Blaney),
catchy jingles, and celebrity talent like
Michael Buffer of “Let’s Get Ready
To Rumble” fame. “At the risk of
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sounding boastful, we really have done a good job branding

have worked with some of the most successful business

these events over the years,” continued Conley.

people in the United States. Without Gary, I’d probably
be managing some dealership somewhere…or maybe back

Today, Conley & Associates, Inc. events are widely recognized

picking up golf balls at some driving range again.”

as the single best return on investment a dealership can
make in a 72 hour period. “In fact, nothing else really even

There is no doubt Conley & Associates Inc. events are going

comes close!!!”, exclaimed Conley. “It simply a numbers

great guns not just for dealers, but for customers as well. The

game…and all the numbers are in our client’s favor. That is

events are a big hit with consumers because they don’t have to

why we have been able to produce over 500 events all over

traipse between dealerships looking for a used vehicle. They

the country,” continued Conley.

can see a huge variety of inventory all in one place at one
time. Plus, with dealers all shoulder to shoulder competing

Every single facet of a Conley & Associates, Inc event is

for the business, prices have to be competitive. The events

monitored and tracked…demos, write-ups, sales by the

even have financing institutions and insurance companies

hour, by model year, by ACV, by salesperson…nothing goes

represented on site with the market’s most competitive rates

untracked. “We discovered that the statistical tendencies

and approval percentages. Combine all that with the festive,

and mathematical consistencies associated with these

almost carnival atmosphere with music and entertainment

events seemed almost eerie. Once we discovered the trends,

and it’s easy to understand why the sales have dealerships on

perfecting the system was all that needed to be done,”

waiting lists for most venues.

explained Conley.
“People want to save time and money when shopping for a
One of the things the Cougar fan and doting dad can add to

car. They also want a pleasant shopping experience. This is

his list of attributes is loyalty to his friend. Throughout the

exactly what our events provide to the public…and why we

last 25 years of building his business, Conley has remained

are still around after almost 25 years,” continued Conley.

not only friends with his early associates, but also a person
who grabs those friends and brings them aboard when

Now, Conley Auto Events Inc. is taking the same concept

their skills and talents are needed. Gary Roberts is one

of making the used car sale a celebration and applying the

of these friends. Roberts joined Conley early on to help

elements to in-dealership sales events. “We are going to

professionally manage the logistics, traffic flow, security,

make it fun to shop for vehicles at the dealership again!!!

cost control, budgeting, and myriad other details that have

Getting a new car should be a great day…not a negotiating

made the events bigger and better over the years.

grind. We are going to make this experience fun for
everyone again. This is what will separate us from any

According to Conley, none of this growth could have

would-be competitors. We hear that some of these other

happened without the contribution of Gary Roberts…a one

in-dealership staffed event companies are pretty rough on

time college buddy and now Vice President of the firm. “I

customers. That’s just not our style,” added Conley

seem to get a lot of the credit because I am so visible with
the dealers, the media, and the public...but Gary Roberts

“During the early days of Conley & Associates Inc., we

is quietly the Heart and Soul of this company. We evolved

worked with individual dealerships day in and day out,” he

from being simply “a promoter” to the most polished and

says. “So it’s kind of a back to the future thing. We are very

professional event production firm in America shortly after

excited!”

Gary join the firm. This is no coincidence. Simply stated,
Gary Roberts might be the most intelligent and hardest

The on-site events are designed to help clients who really

working person I have ever been associated with…and I

need those off-site type sales spikes to happen at their own
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dealerships too, while serving the customer who wants to

quickly answers that it’s his commitment to Ashlie and Fara,

establish a relationship with an individual dealer. Conley

his 16-and 8-year-old daughters. “They are my world!”

says his company will bring the proven ad campaigns

admits Conley. Again, what seems like hundreds of pictures

and event management… and even extra sales people

of Conley’s family throughout the rooms of the office attests

and managers (if needed) to make the event great. “It’s a

to his devotion.

numbers game…and all of the numbers will be in favor of
the dealer…just like at the tent sales.”

To hear Conley tell it, he’s just a regular guy who happened
to have the drive and savvy to make some crazy ideas work,

To help direct this new venture, Vinny Attaguile has been

and the ability to recruit the right people who can help him

recently brought on board to help with the new in dealership

get things done. “I have been truly blessed,” admits Conley.

events. “I’m really excited. Most of our off-site sales clients
are interested in doing promotions like this.”

“Don’t let him lull you to sleep with his easy going
demeanor. Mike Conley is one of the most intense and

Conley is also focusing on meeting needs for buyers who

competitive people you will ever meet. You simply cannot

have not received all much attention in the past. “We’ve

compete at the level he has in athletics and business without

really done a miserable job of serving and soliciting the

an intense will to win. A lot of people underestimate Mike.

Hispanic market. I am really embarrassed by this void

He loves that! He is absolutely driven to be the best he can

in our events. This is a huge and increasingly growing

be and he raises the performance of everyone around him.

market…very influential. Vinny will help us change all

Demanding, yet fair…no one will ever out-work Mike. He

that,” Conley says. That’s one of the reasons he’s brought the

works around the clock. This might be the real key to the

bilingual Attaguile on board.

success of this company. I have been watching this company
from a distance for years and am very excited to now be part

“Within seven to ten years Hispanics may likely be the

of this team. These guys are winners!” smiled Attaguile.

majority in this country and I believe that market is being
largely ignored in the Northwest. I believe we can tap into

Roberts attests to the ease and comfort Conley brings to

that market,” Attaguile explains.

the intense and high pressure world of auto marketing.
“Mike tries to put forth the team spirit. We don’t need

The rest of the office team includes Monica German,

to be individual islands. We’re all on the same team. No

the media buyer and traffic coordinator who has been

titles or egos…there is no organizational chart at Conley &

with Conley for more than a decade, Kim Stinnette, who

Associates. We are more like a family than a business…we

handles all of the accounting and business management,

are all in this together. There is much more going on here

Jeff Stewart, a logistics coordinator who drives the truck

than meets the eye. It’s a very comfortable place to work.”

and trailer from venue to venue working countless days
and hours to make sure these events run smoothly, Vinny
Attaguile, and of course, Gary Roberts. “Without question,
this is the very best team a guy could have. They all make
me look pretty good. These people are the best in the
business!!!” concluded Conley.
With all the new plans and ideas, it’s hard to believe Conley
can maintain the easy-going attitude he displays in his
office. When asked what is most important to him, he
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Cassidy would agree. n

